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Regulatory network around the seven signature genes predicted for pancreatic cancer by network-based ranking of marker genes in the study described in [122] . Conventional chemotherapy delivers the maximum tolerated dose in an only session or in short cycles of 2-5 days, followed by a long resting period (around 3 weeks) to allow the patient to recover. b Lowdose metronomic chemotherapy delivers low doses on an oscillatory or continuous schedule. Images a and b are taken from a previously published review from our group [83] . c Therapies can be based on delivering drugs with a single target ("single hit" treatment) or in combinations of drugs with different targets. Combinations can be delivered simultaneously or in time-staggered schedules. In this last case, the order of administration can be crucial. In the figure, the schedule "first drug B, then drug A" is not as effective as the schedule "first drug A, then drug B." This is due to the fact that drug A induces a network re-wiring pushing tumor cells toward a state of increased sensitivity to drug B. This image is taken from the Preview commentary "Network medicine strikes a blow against breast cancer"
[125] published in the journal Cell concerning the article published in the same journal describing that a sequential application of erlotinib followed by doxorubicin enhances triple-negative breast cancer cell death by rewiring apoptotic signaling networks [124] . The image is reproduced here with permission from Elsevier. d Other possible schedules are waiting to be tested. For instance, in the figure two different time-staggered combinations administered at two different metronomic frequencies are depicted 
